
REMIfront II-S

Made to measure for the  
new Mercedes-Benz Sprinter, from 2003-2006

Guaranteed simple installation  
in new and used vehicles 

Optically attractive through the use  
of pleated material 

No limiting of vision when the system is open

New, automotive design

Almost complete darkening

Perfect integration in the A-pillar

The darkening solution for driver‘s cabs –  
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter from 2003-2005
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Sleep well!
With its new REMIfront II-S darkening system, REMIS has devel-
oped the appropriate solution for the driver‘s cab in Mercedes-Benz 
Sprinter (from 2003-2005); with the system it no longer matters 
whether it is day or night. The attractive REMIfront II-S darkening 
system provides not only darkness but also privacy.

The integrated solution of front blind and side parts darkens your 
cab almost completely. At the same time the heating-up or cool-
ing-down of the cab is considerably reduced.

Integrated systems for greater comfort
A new tube guide system simplifi es operation and is gentle on the 
material. The guiding of the pleated material of the side parts is 
carried out with guide rods and profi led sections.

Thanks to a sliding element, the driver‘s mirror can remain fi xed on 
the windscreen. The method of securing the system components 
is matched to the securing points provided by the vehicle manu-
facturer.

When closed the pleated material is concealed by a profi led section 
and is hardly visible. It is integrated in the A-pillar and matched to 
the interior design of the vehicle.

Installation – child‘s play
For REMIS the quality of its products comprises not only ease of 
operation but also simplicity of installation. All the parts match eas-
ily into the design of your vehicle.

The front window blind is fi xed to the securing points on the A-pil-
lar provided by the manufacturer and is held in the centre of the 
windscreen by a tube system; the side parts are screwed into the 
door frames.

The REMIfront II-S cab darkening system is robust and easily absorbs 
vehicle manufacturing tolerances. Ventilation openings are not cov-
ered over and the inside mirror can remain in its usual place.

Naturally detailed installation instructions with photos are provided 
with each system.

Farben

  A-pillar trim
RAL 7046 / grey

  Windscreen grip strips
RAL 9005 / black

  Side window grip strip
E6/EV1 / silver

  Inside of the pleated 
material
Beige-white

  Outside of the pleated 
material
white

  Door trim
RAL 7046


